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FROM THE EDITOR…
The new A5 format for the newsletter has been given the thumbs up by a number of
members although others miss the larger format. The main reason for trialling the
smaller size is so we can go for an eye-catching full colour print run yet still reduce
costs. Printing costs are reduced even though we have gone for full colour as we
use less paper per copy and postage is reduced as A5 is standard letter size.
Postage for this issue was 37% less than it would have been for an A4 version and
once rates go up at the end of April sending out A5 will still be 27% less.
Another benefit of the smaller format is that it lends itself well to short submissions.
A paragraph recounting your latest news or report of a flying club event will fit in very
nicely. How about that for an incentive to send something in?! Our newsletter is the
public face of the BWPA and raises our profile within the GA community
significantly. Every contribution from you, the members, no matter how small, helps
build a picture of who we are and what we do and encourages other pilots, women
and men, to find out more.
As well as items for inclusion please keep sending in your feedback on this work in
progress - your comments and suggestions are hugely important!
Send to us at: info@bwpa.co.uk.

The deadline for the Summer Newsletter is
Saturday 30th June
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CHAIRMAN’S COMMENT
The photograph of one of the BWPA’s founder members,
Dorothy Cheesley, on the front of this issue of the newsletter is
a wonderful reminder of the Association’s place in the history of
British aviation. One fact not mentioned in Dorothy’s obituary
on p5 is that she was the first woman in the North West to fly a
chipmunk with the Women’s Junior Air Corps after the RAF
introduced it as a training aircraft in the late 1940s.
The Association is extremely proud of all its members and of
those who served with the Air Transport Auxiliary (ATA) in
particular. As many of you will know, White Waltham was the
home base for the ATA during the war and is still a thriving
airfield today. We have members who instruct at White Waltham, others who are
based there and still more who fly in on a regular basis.
With history past and present in mind and at the suggestion of one of our local
members, the committee has decided that it is wholly appropriate to change the
BWPA’s registered address from the museum at Brooklands to the active airfield of
White Waltham. The website and newsletter already reflect this change and we
hope that you, the members, agree with us.
Staying in the present the Olympics countdown continues and there have been a
number of public briefings on the associated airspace restrictions, most notably the
th
event held by the Royal Institute of Navigation on March 10 . Nicky Rowan
summarises the key points for us in this issue. I sincerely hope that schools and
clubs at the airfields affected are not too severely hampered by these measures and
that members manage to keep flying this summer.
Back in January I had considered that maybe it was time to give the Chairwoman’s
Challenge a rest for a year but following the very successful TopNav and Precision
Flying Workshop in February I have changed my mind. However, because of the
nature of the latest Challenge I would like to run it over the coming 18 months.
The Challenge is to take part in a precision flying event of some kind either as pilot
or as navigator, be it TopNav, one of the BPPA’s Precision competitions, a Rally or
any other similar event. The timescale should enable members keen to take part
ample opportunity to observe an event from the ground if they wish, or to have a trial
run this year with the aim of giving it a better shot next year.
There is a report on the Workshop in this issue together with a fully-illustrated article
by a TopNav first-timer on flying the event. I have already heard of one member’s
intention to enter TopNav this year. May you be inspired!
Until the Summer newsletter I wish you clement weather and happy flying.

Caroline
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DOROTHY CHEESLEY
1927-2012
A founder member of the BWPA
by Daphne Poynter
A proud mother, grandmother and great grandmother,
Dorothy Joan Heaps was born on the Wirral peninsula
in September 1927 and lived there almost all of her life.
After Matriculating at Park High School she left in 1945
and joined Lever Brothers at Port Sunlight as a
laboratory assistant. Whilst at school she joined the Women’s Junior Air Corps
(WJAC) which later became the Girl’s Venture Corps (GVC). Through the WJAC
she won a scholarship to learn to fly with Wright Brothers in nearby Hooton Park,
qualifying in September 1948 in an Auster. In those days the licence was issued as
a Royal Aero Club Aviators’ Certificate and was number 24953.
Whilst attending a WJAC training camp in the south of England she met George
Cheesley, an RAF Sergeant Pilot, who later became her husband in 1952. He
tragically died in an accident when flying a Varsity in March 1954. At that time
Dorothy was pregnant with her daughter, now Pam Hollinshead.
Realising that she would need a larger income to support herself and her child she
embarked on further education, gaining a BSc in Physics as an external student of
London University. She taught Physics and in time became, in succession,
headmistress of two grammar schools.
Retiring in 1985 she looked after her mother and helped with Pam’s two children
Zoe and Timothy. She enjoyed journeys too and fro the Caribbean in ‘banana’ ships
and other trips. Dorothy had many craft skills including calligraphy and both making
and teaching bobbin lace.
For three years she was a member of 19 Squadron RAFVR flying Chipmunks.
Dorothy joined the BWPA on its formation in 1955. In the GVC she rose to become
the Regional Commandant for the area. She attended BWPA events, the last one
th
being the 50 Anniversary of the BWPA held at Blenheim Palace in 2005 attended
by Pam and Zoe, at that time also a BWPA member.
Latterly she needed the help of a care home and then a nursing home where she
died suddenly and unexpectedly on 2 January this year.
Her funeral was a joyous celebration of her life attended by a large number of her
family and friends. The service had a strong emphasis on aviation in music and
words. Both BWPA Chairman Caroline Gough- Cooper and the GVC Corps Director
Brenda Layne attended the funeral.
Thus the BWPA has lost one of the very few founder members.
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NEWS
New Members:
The following have joined the BWPA since the last newsletter. We extend a warm
welcome to:Miss Viki Bingham
- London
Mrs Andie Ridgway
- Bristol
Mrs Petula Allen
- Romford, Essex

In Sympathy:
th

On 17 January gas balloonist DR JANET FOLKES, winner of the BWPA’s
Brabazon Cup in 2010 with her team mate Dr Ann Webb, lost her seven-year fight
with cancer.
BWPA member MRS ANNE MAXFIELD-COTTER, March 2012

Membership List:
A reminder that a list of names, addresses, phone numbers and email addresses of
members who have agreed to have their details made available can be requested by
emailing info@bwpa.co.uk or writing to: Membership List, 64 Manchester Road,
Macclesfield, Cheshire, SK10 2JP. The list is updated quarterly and you can have
the list arranged alphabetically or by country or both.

BWPA Committee dates 2012:
Meetings are held on Saturdays at Cranfield, 10.00 for a 10.30 start. Lunch is
provided for attendees and we aim to be finished by 15.00. BWPA members are
very welcome to attend a committee meeting to see how the Association is run. If
you are interested in coming along on one of the dates below, contact the Chairman
Caroline Gough-Cooper at info@bwpa.co.uk for more information:
th

May 12

th

July 14

th

September 29

Brainstorm tba

Situation Vacant
Advance notice is being given that the BWPA will be looking to recruit a new Hon
Secretary this year as Lesley Roff will be standing down after 6 years in the position.
Lesley has indicated a willingness to continue as Minutes Secretary if the idea of
minute-taking is too daunting a prospect! A Role Description is available for anyone
who is interested in more information – email info@bwpa.co.uk for a copy.

BWPA EMAIL ADDRESSES
As well as our official email address, info@bwpa.co.uk, we have expanded the
range of our email addresses to include the following:awards@bwpa.co.uk
careers@bwpa.co.uk
membership@bwpa.co.uk

newsletter@bwpa.co.uk
pr.publicity@bwpa.co.uk
regions@bwpa.co.uk

If you send emails to any of these addresses, they will be automatically forwarded
directly to the appropriate person.

BWPA CLOTHING
BWPA fleeces, tops, t-shirts and baseball caps are available in a range of sizes.
Photographs and an order form can be found on the website, www.bwpa.co.uk
A small number of collarless centenary v-neck t-shirts are still available at a
discounted price of £10 each. If you’re interested please contact Nicky Rowan
at info@bwpa.co.uk

MEMBERSHIP DISCOUNT FOR OLDER MEMBERS
A reminder that if you are over 80 years old, you are entitled to a reduced rate for
your BWPA membership. However, this will not happen automatically; you will need
to contact the Membership Secretary and let her know - membership@bwpa.co.uk

BWPA OLYMPICS 2012
BRIEFING NOTES
by Nicky Rowan
During the Olympic period, the
airspace and airports around London
are forecast to be extremely busy,
peaking around the opening and
th
closing ceremonies on 27 July and
th
12 August. Another peak is forecast
to be around the Men’s 100m final on
th
5 August.

st

th

From 21 July to 15 August landing
and take-off slots will be required for
all IFR flights at 40 airports in the
south east of England. If this is likely
to apply to you check for details at
http://olympics.airspacesafety.com/do
wnloads
th

Additionally, from 14 July 2012 to
th
15 August 2012 the airspace around
London will be divided into a
Restricted Zone and a smaller
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Prohibited Zone. The Restricted Zone
extends from north of Luton and
Stansted to the west of White
Waltham, down to Gatwick & across
to Southend. All VFR flights to/from
airfields within these Zones will have
to file a Flight Plan, except for circuit
training. For White Waltham, Denham
& Fairoaks please contact the airfield
for details of exemptions.
VFR Flight Plans will be handled by a
group of military controllers called
Atlas Control and a transponder will
be compulsory. Your contact number
should be put in Field 18 of the FPL,
in case of any query. When the FPL
has been filed you will receive a Flight
Plan Approval Number. You will need
this if there is any query with the FPL
and you will be asked for it when you
get airborne. Note that if you are
flying circuits you will still need to
squawk a transponder code, which
will be advised to the airfield each
day.
Other restrictions on gliders, hanggliders and balloons apply – see
http://olympics.airspacesafety.com for
full details.
The Prohibited Zone covers RAF
Northolt, Heathrow, Battersea, Biggin
Hill and London City. All flights to or
from these airports will have to
undergo
crew,
passenger
and
baggage screening.
Another Prohibited Zone will be in
place over the sailing Olympic Village
th
th
at Weymouth from 14 July to 8
September. All aircraft are prohibited
from flying in this area, except IFR
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traffic into and out of Bournemouth,
and emergency traffic.
The new Southern England 1:500,000
chart is now available and includes a
free map of the Restricted &
Prohibited Zones.
Temporary Controlled Airspace is
being implemented around the
London
TMA,
Southampton,
Southend, Farnborough and Manston.
These will cause bottlenecks for VFR
traffic around the edges of the
Restricted Zone, so be very wary
when flying in these areas.
th

During the Paralympics from 16
th
August to 12 September a smaller
restricted area will be in place, which
covers London City and Battersea.
Flights to or from London City must
undergo crew, passenger and
In addition to the Olympics, the
Farnborough Airshow will be taking
th
th
place 9 –15 July 2012, during which
time there will be severe restrictions
on aircraft arriving and departing from
Farnborough Airport. Pilots are
th
requested to avoid the area on 16
July, as all 150 static aircraft will be
departing.
Useful references:
http://olympics.airspacesafety.com
www.ais.org.uk
www.skydemonlight.com
www.rin.org.uk
www.aopa.co.uk
AIP Supplements 003/2012–
006/2012
An AIC with full Olympic details will be
issued in May.

BWPA visit to the historic aeronautical
areas of Farnborough
by Janet Chanides
th

On Thursday 8 March a group of us were lucky enough to gather at the former
aeronautical site of Farnborough on a visit that would take in the National Aerospace
Library, a tour of the historical site and a look at the Farnborough Air Sciences Trust
Museum. (The FAST Museum) The literature promised a fascinating visit and this
was an apt description,
helped by the location and
by our two excellent guides
who provided us with a
wealth
of
interesting
information and answered
our questions armed with a
formidable
array
of
knowledge and awareness
of key facts.
Having met at the Aviators
café, itself a beautifully
restored heritage building,
we gathered in the National
Aerospace Library where
Brian Riddle, our guide,
treated us to an insight into its contents and a look at some of the many gems in its
archives. These ranged from original balloon lithographs dating from the 1760’s to
many priceless books and posters. Also included are letters from the Wright brothers
to their contemporaries in England. I think we all would have been happy to spend
the whole day in this one part just browsing and listening to Brian. The archives are
beautifully kept and presented and are open to all who wish to visit. The library
proved to be a hidden gem that few of us knew about prior to our visit.
A short tour after lunch around the outside areas of the site proved equally as
interesting with David Wilson acting as our guide for the afternoon. We can be seen
in the picture (above) beneath the balloon shed frame and we passed the old windtunnel buildings as well as a seaplane testing tank, its length having been shortened
to make way, maybe sadly, for newer multi storey car parks!
We then proceeded to the FAST Museum and this was again a welcome surprise.
Some of us sat, or rather squeezed into, the pilots seat of a Harrier Jump Jet whilst
others tested the Trident cockpit, each with former pilots on hand to point out which
lever or switch was likely respectively to either eject you or indicate your position as
12 foot above the runway, ready for touchdown. We would have clambered into,
over and around more of the aircraft on display but time was rapidly passing.
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Tea and biscuits awaited us as well as a visit to the Cody Shed, or, to give it its
proper title, the Cody Museum.

The Cody Museum - in front of the replica Cody Biplane

Samuel Franklin Cody was the first person to conduct a sustained, controlled and
powered flight in a heavier than air machine in Great Britain. This took place at
th
Farnborough on 16 October 1908 in British Army Aeroplane1A, a full size replica of
which has been lovingly built and is on display, the propellers will even counter
rotate for authenticity and there is a simulator so that you can try your hand at take
off and landing. Quite impressive! David provided us with a very interesting and
amusing potted history of Samuel Cody who was obviously a very flamboyant
character. Equally interesting is the fact that it was Cody’s wife, Leila, who was, in
1902, the first woman to ‘fly.’ This flight took place in Cody’s ‘Man-lifting War Kite.’
Since Cody is to England what the Wright Brothers are to the States we were left
wondering why his name is not as well known, particularly since his work stimulated
public interest in aviation and led to the formation of the Royal Flying Corps and the
Royal Naval Air Service.
All of this gave us food for thought at the end of the day. Farnborough is well worth
a visit. Thanks are due to all of those who made it so interesting and fascinating for
our group and were so patient in answering our many questions.
More information on both establishments can be found on their respective websites:
National Aerospace Library - http://aerosociety.com/About-Us/nal
FAST Museum - http://www.airsciences.org.uk/museum
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TopNav and Rally Flying Workshop
by Caroline Gough-Cooper
Postponed from last year the Workshop, co-presented by Mark Batin from RIN and
Martin Reynolds and Rhona Hodson from the British Precision Pilots’ Association
th
(BPPA), was held at the Booker TA Drill Hall on February 18 . The turnout was
excellent with a total of 25 Cadets, BWPA and AOPA members present.
Mark took the morning
session and his brief was to
dispel any myths surrounding
the flying of TopNav by
taking
those
assembled
through the whole day, step
by step. This was followed
up with a classroom plotting
exercise to demonstrate how
straightforward it all is.
In a nutshell, TopNav is a
VFR Navigation Competition.
It consists of 9 Waypoints
that require rapid plotting,
there are long and short
routes depending on the speed of the aircraft taking part and GPS trackers are
carried so that routes can be verified and compared with the logkeeping and
Waypoint photos.
The event is scored on accuracy, logkeeping and airmanship, with bonus points
awarded at the judges’ discretion. Penalties are incurred for Airspace Infringements,
using GPS and poor airmanship and there is a handicapping system to allow for
varying levels of experience.
The rules state a minimum of 2 to a crew but the more the merrier for lookout
purposes - if you can fit them in! All types of aircraft can take part but must be able
to fly a 100 minute route with sufficient reserves.
As with most things in life, the better the preparation the better the outcome.
Although the waypoint plotting verged on the frenetic in the classroom much of what
needs to be prepared can be done the day before. Is your chart current? Is it clean
and folded sensibly? Is your plotting kit complete? Check NOTAMS and plot relevant
ones on the chart. Weather can be checked then updated on the morning of the
event.
With regard to planning on the day, there are 9 points to plot in the 45 minutes
between getting the competition envelope and chocks off. The advice was to try and
plot all waypoints and draw all tracks but have a cut-off time at which to stop
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plotting and head for the aircraft, allowing enough time for a quick comfort stop en
route as required.
Once in the air, emphasis was put on maintaining the Log as it is this that gives the
judges the greatest insight into how the flight progressed when they come to score
the event. It provides evidence of your work cycle, airmanship, capacity and
teamwork and of any R/T work you do. It can also explain any deviation, such as a
weather diversion, or other anomaly that might otherwise be penalised.
The whole TopNav event was briefed in detail but there is no point in printing the full
26-page briefing here when copies can be downloaded from the RIN website at
http://www.rin.org.uk/Uploadedpdfs/ItemAttachments/TopNav%2012%20Brief.pdf
As touched on above, once the bones of the exercise had been explained it was the
turn of the attendees to get involved. Groups of mixed experience were encouraged,
with Cadets and student pilots being mentored by qualified pilots. Out came the
charts and plotting equipment, Mark handed out the question papers and the 45minute rush started.
Waypoints are given as a combination of Lat/Long, VOR radial & distance, VOR
radial crosscuts, NDB bearing & VOR range, etc, so a bit of practice ahead of time
for anyone intending to give it a go for real would be time very well spent! In what
seemed like a blink of an eye the 45 minutes were up and proceedings adjourned for
lunch where there was plenty to chat about over the trays of sandwiches.
After lunch Rhona and Martin took to the floor to explain the background to and
intricacies of Rally and Precision Flying.
The concept of Rally and
Precision flying started in the
Scandinavian countries between
the two world wars, the objective
being to create a set of skills that
combined hunting, flying and
cross country skiing. The sport
included flying to some remote
location, landing in the mountains,
skiing to a predetermined spot,
shooting a target and then flying
off to the next spot, to repeat the
exercise. The activity has evolved
over time, no longer involving
skiing and shooting and has split
into two separate sports.
Rhona’s experience is as a navigator in Rally flying, a two crew discipline with an
emphasis is on accurate plotting and observation. The navigator is given a sealed
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envelope approximately fifteen minutes prior to take off that contains clues for each
waypoint on the route. The navigator has to use these clues to help identify the
waypoints on the map and compute the track for the pilot to fly. Unlike TopNav there
are at least twice as many waypoints so track plotting is often completed in the air.
The pilot has to fly accurately along the route based on a nominated groundspeed
and the aircraft is timed at various points. There are also photographs of features to
be found along the route. Photographs for the waypoints are also supplied but these
may or may not be accurate, thus giving a true/false dilemma to contend with at
each waypoint. Competitions also include a spot landing along the route as well as
one on return. Scoring is assisted by the use of a logger and penalties are awarded
for errant timing, misidentified photographs and landings that are short or long.
Martin’s discipline is Precision flying, which is flown solo in the Open Class but can
be flown as a crew of two in the Sportsman Class. Each event comprises three
sections: flight planning, route flying and landing. For the flight planning a route is
worked out by the competitor who has to calculate the distance, ground speed, time
and heading of each leg of the route based on a constant airspeed and a given wind
factor. No aviation or scientific calculators are allowed and pilots have to use the
traditional “Whizz Wheel”. Penalties are awarded for every incorrectly calculated
time or heading with only very small tolerances allowed.
The flight planned route is then flown at a nominated speed and accurate to the
second. To make things more interesting, there are “secret” time checks around the
route, which means that competitors need to keep to the time schedule
continuously, not just at the turning points. As in Rally flying pilots also have to
identify photographs and ground markers along the route. Penalties are awarded for
each second early or late over the unknown check points and turning points as well
as for misidentification. Last but not least the pilot has to perform four landings – two
glide approaches (one flapless) and two with power (one over a 2 meter barrier).
Penalties are awarded for each meter long or short of the line.
In the UK there are never usually enough interested parties to make it worth running
Rallies so all home-based competitions are of the Precision flying type. Martin,
Rhona and the rest of the BPPA would like to see that change and they hope that by
giving presentations like this one more people will be encouraged to give it a go.
Thanks go to Lesley Runnalls who coordinated the event, Pauline Vahey and the
many Cadets headed by BWPA member Sophie Batin who prepared the venue, set
out the tea, biscuits and lunch and cleared it all away at the end.
More information can be found at the following sites:
TopNav - http://www.rin.org.uk/general.aspx?ID=365
Precision and Rally flying - http://www.precisionflying.co.uk
http://www.fai.org/general-aviation
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Top Nav South - 21 May 2011
by David Dixon
(This article first appeared in the RIN Newsletter – reproduced here by kind permission of the Editor)

Having qualified a few years ago I am now getting a little more adventurous. Trips to
Kemble for the Heroes Flypast over Wootton Bassett last year, a trip to Shuttleworth
to see the museum and joining a flyin at Lower Upham meant I felt I was up for a
challenge. Surfing the web to see what was available I found the Top Nav
Competition. It is basically orienteering in an aeroplane organised by the RIN (Royal
Institute for Navigation). You are given an envelope which contains a mixture of
bearings, Lat and Long, and distances from which you plot your route. The
challenge is you only have 45 mins from opening the envelope to chocks off! Having
had a “trial run” (on their website) I felt I wanted to give it a go.
The event was staged at White Waltham, a new airfield for me. It has more pages in
Pooley’s than Heathrow! It gave us a chance to test the wind 25knots 210 at 1500,
we were 1 min behind schedule landing! A 30 min trip, wind behind. So we figured
we were not far out. Free landings, coffee, tea and lunch were laid on. Briefing at
11.15 outlined the day: as the only microlight, HR was due to do the short course
and as the slowest would be leaving last.

At the start with G-CDHR. Rough old plane behind us!

Our paperwork duly arrived after lunch and much speed with protractor, pens and
ruler gave us a route:
•
•
•
•
•
•
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White Waltham
The bend in the river at Henley
The railway/road bridge to the North West of Aylesbury
The road bridge over the river at Buckingham
Water feature south East of Milton Keynes
Road water bridge south of Biggleswade at Langford

•
•
•
•
•

Rail/road bridge at Royston
Railway crossing M25 NW of Enfield
Road rail at Princess Risborough
River bend at Henley
White Waltham

I decided to fly the route at 1500ft: this would take us under the control zones and
leave us free to fly and navigate. We needed to take pictures of the turning points on
route as well as the crew and cockpit at the start.
A nice gentle start to Henley, 1500ft with a good view of the river and weir.

A change of heading here to Aylesbury.

The railway and road bridge, easy to spot, just to the west of the town. At this point
we were confident we were on track and on time.
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Wind from 210 at 25 knots seemed to be right.
A change of course North West to Buckingham, I was now well into areas I had
never been before and enjoying the challenge.

As we approached Buckingham spotting the river was going to be a problem. Here it
runs from bottom right to top left of the picture. Well done the cameraman. We were
not sure which bridge though.
A turn to the East and we were to feel the speed of the wind pushing us from behind
and to the left. We kept south of R 214 and headed to the water feature.

There was so much water here with lots of choices. So we went for the largest – the
lakes at Woburn Abbey. We felt the first pangs of doubt!
We made a course change towards Shuttleworth. We were looking for a bridge and
water South East of Old Warden at Langford.
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We hit the A1 south of Biggleswade not seeing the either river or the valley.
Realising we had missed we flew a box pattern for nearly 10 mins. Being close to
Luton TMA, Old Warden and Henlow we decided we had outstayed our welcome
and moved on.
The picture was taken of the reservoir south of Arlesey heading East to show we
were in the rough area. Strangely the picture was taken while RO was directly over
the river we were looking for but too far south. Luton TMA to our right.
Disappointed to have missed the turning point we headed to Royston via Ashwell.
We were looking for the railway and road bridge southwest of Royston:

We could see the parallel road and railway off to our right, leaving plenty of room (air
law) we converged on Royston. Changed the radio frequency to Farnborough.
Pleased to be back on track!
We then turned South towards Cuffley on the M25.
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Keeping the A10 on our left and later the railway south of Hartford. Crossed the
tunnel and met the M25 as it crossed the railway. For the first time headed west into
the wind.
I had never flown this close to London and the Southern scenery was spectacular.

Crossed the M25 twice as it wound its way west. Crossed Chesham and on to
Princess Risborough. Changed radio frequency back to White Waltham.
Turned South back to Henley.
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We could see the tower at J5 on the M40 well of to our right and keeping clear of
Booker. We could see the Thames as we crossed the M40. A final course change to
WW and arrived 10 mins late.
Unfortunately we did not have chance to log our experiences at Biggleswade as we
were asked for the log notes as we got to the tent. Hopefully they are explained
here.
Engine stop 16.33
Martin and I back on
the ground!
Thanks for the day,
great
event
and
hospitality – we will
be back.
Dave and Martin

Chairwoman’s Challenge 2012 & 2013
Because of the timings and locations of eligible events for the latest Challenge it will
be held over the coming 18 months rather than the usual calendar year. This should
give interested members plenty of time to recce their chosen event either as a
ground observer or by flying a trial event this year.
Any event that incorporates an element of precision flying is eligible and these
include TopNav, one of the BPPA’s Precision competitions, the Guernsey Air Rally
or any other similar event either in the UK or abroad.
The Challenge can be entered by two members as a crew or individually as either a
pilot or navigator. Documentary evidence of event participation will be required.
Judging will be based on overall success in whichever event is entered, with
weighting being given to the level of experience of the individual/s.
The following list of UK-based events for 2012 is not exclusive:
BPPA Precision
TopNav North
BPPA UK Nationals
TopNav South
BPPA Precision
Guernsey Air Rally
BPPA Precision
BPPA Precision

April 21/22
May 12
May 12/13
May 19
June 23/24
June 29/July 1
August 18/19
September 22/23

Old Buckenham, Norfolk
Retford/Gamston
Beccles, Suffolk
White Waltham
Haverfordwest, Pembroke
Guernsey
Sudbury, Suffolk
Upwood, Cambridgeshire
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Events 2012
May

12th
12th
12th-13th
19th
25th-27th

June 4th-8th
8th-10th
9th
16th-17th
23rd-24th
29th-July 1st
July

14th
14th-15th

TopNav North
BWPA Committee Meeting
BPPA UK Nationals
TopNav South
Aero Expo

Retford/Gamston
Cranfield
Beccles
White Waltham
Sywell

Edensoaring Gliding week
FEWP weekend
Project Propellor
RIN Fly/Sail weekend
BPPA Precision
Guernsey Air Rally

Penrith
Austria
Coventry
Lee on Solent
Haverfordwest
Guernsey

BWPA Committee Meeting
LAA Regional Rally

Cranfield
Dunkeswell

Cornwall Flying Club, Bodmin –
Winner of the BWPA’s Women in the Air Day Challenge 2011

